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IT’S TRUE: Jeffrey Epstein has actually been arrested. Indictments have been unsealed. This is
the case that will bring down the House of Cards.
Everything we just prognosticated in DECLAS is coming true. Big Tech knew this was coming,
and has grossly restricted freedom of speech online as a result.
What independent YouTube creator WOULDN’T want to talk about the biggest story of the year,
which may soon become the story of the millennium?
Get ready for a TORRENT of new information coming out that none of us could possibly have
foreseen. This is it. DECLAS is happening!
The California Independence Day earthquakes may have been strikes intended to take out the
Deep State’s last, best chemtrail-attack facilities, as we will see.

The Deep State may have intended to usese the facilities in a final attempt to destroy America
right before the indictments unseal.
Mass censorship won’t stop this Truth Avalanche from falling. We are just now seeing the first
pebbles… and we probably won’t need to wait very long.
VERY EXCITING, HAD TO TAKE SOME TIME OFF FOR THIS
Once I got our epic, 53,000-word DECLAS Ebook done, I immediately plunged into finishing
Awakening in the Dream, for its imminent release this December 3rd.
And I have to say, I am having a fantastic time with this creative process. A true spiritual
renaissance. The best I’ve felt in many years!
Awakening has gone much better than I could have even hoped, and will probably be seen as
my most important and noteworthy book of all.
We are going FAR deeper into the spiritual arena than any of the previous volumes, blending
science, philosophy, synchronicity, prophecy, the Law of One, Ascension, Secret Space
Program, Disclosure, the Solar Flash, etc… but alas, I digress.

Please note that only hardcover orders count towards getting us on the New York Times BestSeller List. You can pre-order now and lock in a lower price of around 20 bucks!
We need to clear about a thousand more to make it likely that we will hit the list, unless we get
suppressed… so this is a great way to help us out. And it will be well worth it!
On 9/11, my father refused to go home until he had finished the article he was writing, regardless
of what disasters may have been happening to New York State and the United States right
outside his door.
In a mode like this, where I have cleared 100 percent of my time to write and am on a very strict
deadline and solo retreat, any breaking news would have to be God-damned amazing for me
to cover it.
This is that breaking news, my friend.

Texts, emails and you name it came slamming in. This is real. This is happening. This is NOW.
ARE THE EARTHQUAKES AT ALL RELEVANT?
Epstein’s arrest story first went up yesterday, July 6th, 2019.
This was only ONE day after the second, very disturbing Los Angeles earthquake that I endured
while deeply engaged in this mystical writing process.
Both the first and the second quakes were not at all random for me. Some part of me was very
aware of what was going to happen.
That doesn’t change the fact that both of them really freaked me out, and particularly the second
one, which felt a lot more violent.
The July 4th quake happened just one paragraph after I wrote about the earth being dynamited
and the ground shaking in Rosendale, New York. This was where I lived when the contacts
described in the book began in 1996.
These dynamite explosions were used to mine the cement that launched the Industrial
Revolution. Rosendale was the “Womb of America.”
This was such a powerful synchronicity that I wrote it right into the book after it happened, in
what is currently Chapter Six, Page 127.
THE SECOND QUAKE
The second quake occurred on my mother’s birthday, the next day, July 5th.
I had severe eyestrain and had decided to lie in bed and meditate deeply after dinner. This was
very abnormal behavior for me.
A dog had been going super crazy outside for at least ten minutes, shrieking like a pack of
coyotes. Jesus! Then it finally stopped. In relief, I decided to lie down and rest.
Just five minutes after I got comfortable and began a deep meditation, IT began.
I actually heard the shockwave before feeling it, which was extremely intense.
The sound was like a huge roar, similar to a massive bowling ball in a lane, heading due south. It
appeared to be going about 1000 miles an hour. It was so fast.
At the moment this very fast sound hit the house, WHOMP — a painting in my bathroom
slammed against the wall. OK, that was definitely real. Uh-oh.
About four seconds later, everything started shaking like mad. I quickly realized this was not a
meditative experience, but was very, very real. It kept getting worse. And before long I got the
hell out of there.
SYNCHRONICITIES AND DREAMS
Let’s be clear that for someone living in Los Angeles, having a smaller quake and then a larger
quake 24 hours later is very, very troubling.
As I was lying there on my bed, and it kept getting worse and worse, I didn’t know at first if I was
about to die. That is a very humbling experience.
That same morning, I had a dream about being on the top of a building that completely fell over. I
was able to just step off of the roof onto the pavement safely. And I was indeed safe in this realworld quake.
I found out later on that a prominent friend of mine had texted me one minute before the quake
began, for the first time since January.
In a subsequent text from late that same night, he revealed that he had just finished watching an
episode of my show about how our consciousness influences earthquakes.
He had texted me to talk about my show, at 8:18 PM. Just one minute later, that’s when the
second quake happened.
Hopefully I can get his permission in the future to discuss this story in more detail. We will see. It

was mind-blowing!

THE INDEPENDENCE DAY QUAKE?
The first quake was suspicious enough.
It was a whopping 6.4, the biggest in Southern California since Northridge in 1994 — 25 years —
and it literally happened on Independence Day.
This is the day in which America celebrates her freedom. It is the ideal day for the Alliance to
do something that will later be noteworthy.
Once you have the classified information in hand, you no longer see all earthquakes as simply
“natural events.”
The technology most definitely exists to produce earthquakes. It involves microwaving a fault line
and melting the crust until it slips.
Some, but certainly not all of the earthquakes in today’s world will be deliberately generated.
So, when we see the biggest shaking in Los Angeles for 25 years, and it lands right on July 4th,
that certainly becomes… interesting.
WHAT IF IT WAS THE ALLIANCE?
One possible speculation is that this quake was an Alliance strike against a massive aboveground and likely underground base in the China Lake area.
We have heard about many other quakes that were visible indications of attacks against
underground military facilities engaged in nefarious activities.
If you are new to this aspect of our work, start out with Disclosure Imminent? Two Underground
NWO Bases Destroyed from September 17, 2011, currently with over a million views.
Then click the following links to read Part Two, and then Divine Intervention from May 9, 2012,
for critical additional context and data.
A VERY SPECIAL DAY TO END THE WAR
It would certainly be appropriate and timely if the final strike that won the insider war against the
Deep State was carried out on Independence Day.
This, of course, is the day where we celebrate America’s freedom from tyranny here in the US.
The Alliance may intend to tell us all of this in a post-Disclosure society, making the news all the
more interesting once we get there.
It is also possible that the second, larger 7.1 quake the next day, on Friday the 5th, may have
been needed to finish the job.
The initial July 4th strike may not have adequately solved the problem by wiping out the China
Lake bases, if that’s indeed what was intended.
There have apparently been many strikes like these that have destroyed various underground
bases in this “shadow World War III.”
The epicenter of the second quake was only 12 miles away from the first one. China Lake’s own
site says the combination of these two quakes wiped out their facilities.
THE CORRELATION IS UNDENIABLE
Even on the surface, we know that great destruction was done to this GIGANTIC Naval Air
Weapons installation at China Lake.
How gigantic? Bigger than the state of Rhode Island. Fully 85 percent of the Navy’s entire testing
area for weapons systems on land!
We will have a quote that proves this in the next paragraph section below.

As many insiders have revealed, underground bases almost always have a physical location on
the surface that some personnel access them through.
With a base this gigantic, there would be absolutely no way for civilians to know where all those
soldiers are actually working.
NOW LET’S READ ABOUT THE DESTRUCTION OF THE BASE
Although the Navy has a significant majority of Alliance components, nothing in today’s world is
100 percent.
We are about to see that whistleblowers have already indicated that at least parts of this base
were up to no good.
Before we get there, it is very important for you to see just how massive the damage was to this
utterly gigantic military base from these two earthquakes.
Check it out:
7/6: Earthquakes Knock Out Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake
https://taskandpurpose.com/earthquakes-knock-out-naval-air-weapons-station-china-lake-nonessential-personnel-evacuate
The Navy’s massive base in China Lake, California, has ordered an evacuation for non-essential
personnel after recent earthquakes have rendered the installation “not mission capable,” a
message posted on the base’s Facebook page says.
“Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake is responding to a 5.0 magnitude earthquake at 8:16
p.m., and a 7.1 magnitude earthquake at 8:19 p.m. Pacific time and multiple, consistent
aftershocks on July 5 following a 6.4 magnitude earthquake and numerous aftershocks on July
4,” the message says.
“NAWS China Lake is not mission capable until further notice; however, security protocols
remain in effect. Safety of personnel is currently the highest priority.”
Accordingly, the commander of Navy Region Southwest has authorized non-essential active-duty
service members, drilling reservists, civilian employees, and military dependents to evacuate to
Naval Base Ventura County, California, the message says.
Base personnel who are evacuating can receive more information by calling a Family Information
Call Center at 1-844-523-2025.
“NAWS China Lake access remains Mission Essential Personnel only,” the Facebook message
says. “Do NOT attempt to access the Installation unless you are Mission Essential Personnel.”

Located in the Mojave Desert about 150 miles north of Los Angeles, the sprawling installation
covers more than 1.1 million acres, which is larger than the state of Rhode Island,
according to the base’s website.
The installation contains 85 percent of the land that the Navy uses for the research,
development, acquisition, testing, and evaluation of weapons systems.
IT IS VERY COMPELLING TO SPECULATE
We have no briefings one way or another on this yet, but the correlation and timing of these
events is very compelling, if not obvious.
Look. It’s very simple. These quakes destroyed a gigantic military base. No one can stay there
except for “Mission Essential Personnel” to assess the damage.
It is entirely possible that the Deep State was preparing some devastating, final attack
against America from this China Lake base.
Think about it… this is one of the main military centers in America for air-based weapons, and
that’s just the unclassified part.
The more-classified part is that this facility may have been a key center for chemtrail
operations.
Yes.
CHEMTRAILS WERE ONE OF THE ONLY ATTACK WEAPONS LEFT
Our briefings had already indicated that one of the only covert “war toys” the Deep State still had
left to fight with was a certain number of chemtrail planes.
Based on the insider testimony you are about to read, those planes may very well have been
stored at China Lake.
Now the runways are devastated and the planes cannot take off. The planes themselves may
have been wiped out by falling debris.
I could definitely see the Deep State doing a lethal aerosol attack from this base… as soon as
DECLAS began, and top SatanicDiddlers(TM) started getting arrested.
In the case of an attack like this, whatever gets sprayed on us from these planes might be very
different from “normal” chemtrails.
God only knows what they could think up. Consider Michael Crichton’s classic 1969 thriller, The
Andromeda Strain.
Diseases, airborne pathogens, chemicals that induce mass hysteria, hallucinogens, nanites, you
name it.
NOW LET’S READ FROM THE WHISTLEBLOWER
Additional, valuable data comes to us from Anthony Etienne Jaime, in a very interesting
whistleblower article from December 1st, 2014.
The article is quite lengthy and you should read the whole thing.
Here is a brief synopsis of Jaime’s credentials as a whistleblower:
12/1/14: China Lake Weather Modification: The Secret City
http://www.thetruthdenied.com/news/2014/12/01/weather-mod-china-lake-connection-part-1-thesecret-city/
“I am a former employee of the China Lake Naval Weapons Center (NWC) as it was known when
I worked there.
“During my time there, which spanned nearly 9 years beginning in 1973 and ending in 1982, I
was employed in several different capacities.
“I started off as an apprentice electrician in the Public Works Department in 1973 and after
completing the program and making journeyman, I wound up transferring to the Range

Department and the Supersonic Naval Ordinance Research Track or SNORT, as it is commonly
known.
“After leaving the base for a brief time in 1979, I returned to the Public Works Department as a
power lineman in the high-voltage shop before leaving civil service again for good in 1982.
“All of these jobs afforded me plenty of opportunities to travel all over the base in the
performance of my duties.
“In addition, I spent nearly 30 years working out of I.B.E.W. Local 428 in Bakersfield, Ca.,
including many DoD projects at China Lake, Edwards AFBFTC, Vandenberg, and spent several
months working in the extremely secret and much speculated upon Northrup Tejon Ranch RCS
facility located in the Tehachapi Mountains west of Rosamond, Ca.”

Fig. 1 – The Track Crew (1978) at SNORT w the Sierras in the background – L to R: Anthony
Etienne Jaime, Dan Krausman, Cleve Warren, Eddie Mierta, Raphael Alvarado, Billy Brown.
~The Truth Denied
CONSIDER THE LOCATION
Before we go on, remember that the China Lake base is close to Edwards and Nellis, both
notorious for their underground cities — such as the infamous Area 51.
In this map it is listed as NAWS China Lake:

THE CHINA LAKE WHISTLEBLOWER
Now let’s read just a bit from this fascinating site, and you will soon see how deep the rabbit hole

goes:
12/1/14: China Lake Weather Modification: The Secret City
http://www.thetruthdenied.com/news/2014/12/01/weather-mod-china-lake-connection-part-1-thesecret-city/
My journey began in the early morning hours of July 30th, 2012, with a UFO sighting that took
place over the China Lake Naval Air Weapons Station in California that lasted for several
hours.
[This] led to continued UFO sightings and other strange sights in the sky for the next three days,
including witnessing what I now believe to have been a full-on holographic demonstration of
Project Bluebeam.
After overcoming my initial sense of shock and disbelief, I became completely engrossed in a
search to find rational explanations for the strange sights I was seeing in the sky.
At that particular point in time I had never heard of a chemtrail or many of the other terms I was
to become so familiar with, but that was rapidly to change.
Already, we are seeing UFOs and chemtrails here. This is looking very interesting indeed.
MANY UFO SIGHTINGS AND A CHEMTRAIL CONNECTION
Now let’s read from another section of this fascinating insider testimonial:
12/1/14: China Lake Weather Modification: The Secret City
http://www.thetruthdenied.com/news/2014/12/01/weather-mod-china-lake-connection-part-1-thesecret-city/
As I struggled to wrap my mind around the incredible sights I was seeing in the skies, I compiled
a short list of possible causes, but I kept coming back to the Navy and the China Lake base as
the most likely explanation.
The top three possibilities of that list were: 1) government research with military applications; 2)
ET really is here; 3) a combination of 1 & 2, which is still my favorite theory.
Over time, my personal observations and experiences have allowed me, along with a great
many other people who were accompanying me, to witness an incredible assortment of
extraordinary sights in many different locations.
The one constant throughout my journey to date has been my proximity to the Naval Air
Weapons Station at China Lake, California, which in turn is in close proximity to a large
number of other related military facilities that I believe also play a role in what we are witnessing
in our skies.
While many of us may hear some the names of some bases mentioned frequently, far too few
really know or understand what goes on behind those closed gates.
I believe that it is through understanding what role these bases play that we will come to a much
fuller understanding of the nature of the Chemtrail phenomenon and what is occurring in the
skies.
The majority of activists documenting Chemtrails are looking up in an effort to understand
what we are seeing, but let me assure you that there is most definitely a terrestrial
connection to ground-based facilities.
Our briefings do indicate that the Alliance now has control of the majority of all the earthquakeand storm-making technology, and has since last year’s infamous 11/11 incident.
We will cover this story in just a minute, as it provides extremely valuable context.
For now, we will continue with the “China Lake Dossier.”

WEATHER MODIFICATION AND HIDDEN LAND
In this next excerpt, Jaime gets into more detail about the weather modification connection to
China Lake, and how it is all being done on publicly-restricted land:
12/1/14: China Lake Weather Modification: The Secret City
http://www.thetruthdenied.com/news/2014/12/01/weather-mod-china-lake-connection-part-1-thesecret-city/
As previously mentioned, China Lake is an enormous facility, most of which is comprised of
sparse, unpopulated tracts of desolate desert.
In the eyes of the visionaries who chose this location, [it is] perfectly suited for testing a wide
variety of naval ordinance and weapons.
[This includes] missiles, propellants, and bombs, with the list growing to include radar crosssection testing, electronic counter-measures, laser/optics research and testing, aircraft
survivability, ejection seats testing, and also weather modification….
Another facet to consider is that while many people have their attention focused on bases
like AREA 51, there are activities occurring at China Lake, hidden in plain sight, which go
unnoticed because of that fact.
Additionally, there is the BLM, which has closed off large tracts of public lands from vehicle
traffic, ostensibly to preserve wilderness areas from encroachment by the public.
However, from my experience, it is my opinion that the BLM serves as a plausibly benign first line
of security by keeping prying public eyes to a minimum, since foot traffic only is allowed in some
of the rugged areas of public land adjacent to the base — where I believe testing or other
activities are occurring.
THE CHEMTRAIL CONNECTION
In this next quote, Jaime reveals that within the known world of weather modification disclosure,
there is a clear connection to China Lake:
12/1/14: China Lake Weather Modification: The Secret City
http://www.thetruthdenied.com/news/2014/12/01/weather-mod-china-lake-connection-part-1-thesecret-city/
I would like to bring the focus back to chemtrails and weather modification programs.
It is hard to believe now that I failed to make the connections, but so many things that seemed to
just be loose threads with no connectivity were right there in front of me for a long time.
The first big indicator for me was the regular increase in lightning storms during the summer
months of July and August, beginning around 1998.
They always occurred over the base in the northeastern mountain ranges surrounding the valley
here, and much of it was point-to-point lighting and not ground strikes.
In addition, while there was a lot of lightning, there was very little thunder or rainfall.
During the early years of my life, earthquakes were far more common here than lighting storms,
and these lightning storms were something new.
The odd storm or two might have gone unnoticed, but when they began to occur with such
frequency over a long period of time, I began to notice the change.
The weather seemed to be just a little out of the ordinary, but nothing I could really put my finger
on, and the words “climate change” had not yet gained much traction in the public’s or my own
perception.
Also, during my early years I can remember the Navy’s Hurricane Hunter Squadron flying in and
out of China Lake on a fairly frequent basis, which would seem to be a little out of their normal
area of operation.

And from my years of employment aboard China Lake, I can remember the Earth and Planetary
Sciences Department, which was headed up by Dr. Pierre St. Amand, an individual whose name
is frequently mentioned in regard to the development of military weather modification efforts.
[St. Amand is] most notably [linked to] Project Popeye and Operation Stormfury.

Dr. Pierre St. Amand
[This] explains the Hurricane Hunters coming to China Lake, since that project involved
attempting to lessen the strength of hurricanes.
Project Popeye, the first wartime military weather modification operation, took place during the
Vietnam War.
[This] was Dr. St. Amand’s brainchild, and really began the pursuit of weather modification as a
weapon by the military.
And ironically enough, in both 1982 and 1984, there was some extremely bad flooding that
occurred at China Lake that did some major damage to the facilities there.
Since I was working there in 1982, and was the temporary foreman of the high voltage shop, my
hands were full directing crews that were restoring power to facilities all over the base that had
been damaged by the flooding.
In the years since then, I have been informed by more than a few friends that the Earth and
Planetary Sciences Department was experimenting with cloud seeding and it got away
from them, causing those floods.
Another individual that played an integral role in China Lake’s development of Project Popeye
was Ben Livingston.
[His] interview with Alex Jones regarding weather modification can be viewed in this video, The
Father of Weaponized Weather:

ChangeDaChannel
130K subscribers
The Father Of Weaponized Weather

Watch later
Share

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div
class="submessage"><a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x8Zk6CyNL9o" target="_blank">Try
watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</
div></div>
This was just Part One. In Part Two, which was released just two weeks later on December 15th,
2014, Jaime went even deeper.
ON TO PART TWO OF THE “CHINA LAKE DOSSIER”
Now we will continue with just a few brief excerpts from the very lengthy, detailed and fascinating
Part Two installment, documenting China Lake’s extensive involvement with weather
modification:
12/15/14: Connecting the Dots on Weather Mod and China Lake, Part II
http://www.thetruthdenied.com/news/2014/12/15/connecting-the-dots-on-weather-mod-andchina-lake-part-ii/

Yet another historical link between China Lake and weather modification efforts is provided by
the China Lake Museum’s reference to the CHINA LAKE WEAPONS DIGEST, and its
description of “The Cold Cloud Modification System, successfully used in cold-fog mitigation;
“China Lake was for many years a world leader in weather modification for drought relief
(GROMET), hurricane abatement (Cyclops, Stormfury), fog abatement (Foggy Cloud), and
rainfall enhancement for military purposes (Project Popeye).” 22
22. http://www.chinalakemuseum.org/history/overview_pages/coldcloud.html

Photo of Cold Cloud Modification System
Based upon the foregoing evidence and historical background, it should be patently clear that
the China Lake Naval Air Weapons Station has a demonstrated connection to military
weather modification efforts, and that these are programs the government has been working
on for decades.
The above link to Cold Cloud on China Lake’s own museum site was, of course, deleted… but
thanks to the magic of Archive.org, here it is. Check it out, it is fascinating:
https://web.archive.org/web/20101203205852/http://www.chinalakemuseum.org/history/
overview_pages/coldcloud.html
Although a Part 3 was teased at the end of Part 2, it does not appear to have ever been written…
but what we already have here is more than enough.
REVIEWING THE 11/11 QUAKE
Now that we’ve seen some suitably disturbing data about the China Lake facility, let’s explore the

idea that the Alliance may have been able to conduct a strike against it, using earthquakes.
The big “reveal” that the Alliance could control earthquakes occurred with a very suspicious
event on November 11th, 2018.
First of all, the date of 11/11 is a “numerical synchronicity.” Fans of Q and the Alliance are often
looking for these types of repeating numbers in Q posts.
Read for yourself. No one can cover up how strange this worldwide earthquake was:
11/28: Strange Worldwide Earthquake Pulses Repeated Every 17 Seconds
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2018/11/strange-earthquake-waves-rippled-aroundworld-earth-geology/
On the morning of November 11, just before 9:30 UT, a mysterious rumble rolled around the
world.
The seismic waves began roughly 15 miles off the shores of Mayotte, a French island
sandwiched between Africa and the northern tip of Madagascar.
The waves buzzed across Africa, ringing sensors in Zambia, Kenya, and Ethiopia. They
traversed vast oceans, humming across Chile, New Zealand, Canada, and even Hawaii nearly
11,000 miles away.
These waves didn’t just zip by; they rang for more than 20 minutes. And yet, it seems, no human
felt them.
Only one person noticed the odd signal on the U.S. Geological Survey’s real-time seismogram
displays. An earthquake enthusiast who uses the handle @matarikipax saw the curious zigzags
and posted images of them to Twitter.
That small action kicked off another ripple of sorts, as researchers around the world attempted to
suss out the source of the waves. Was it a meteor strike? A submarine volcano eruption? An
ancient sea monster rising from the deep?
“I don’t think I’ve seen anything like it,” says Göran Ekström, a seismologist at Columbia
University who specializes in unusual earthquakes.
“It doesn’t mean that, in the end, the cause of them is that exotic,” he notes. Yet many features
of the waves are remarkably weird—from their surprisingly monotone, low-frequency “ring” to
their global spread. And researchers are still chasing down the geologic conundrum.
Why are the low-frequency waves so weird?
In a normal earthquake, the built-up tensions in Earth’s crust release with a jolt in mere seconds.
This sends out a series of waves known as a “wave train” that radiates from the point of the
rupture, explains Stephen Hicks, a seismologist at the University of Southampton….
However, there was no big earthquake kicking off the recent slow waves. Adding to the
weirdness, Mayotte’s mystery waves are what scientists call monochromatic.
Most earthquakes send out waves with a slew of different frequencies, but Mayotte’s signal was
a clean zigzag dominated by one type of wave that took a steady 17 seconds to repeat.
“It’s like you have colored glasses and [are] just seeing red or something,” says Anthony Lomax,
an independent seismology consultant.
ANOTHER ARTICLE ON THE 17-SECOND PULSE FROM THE NEXT DAY
A day after this very mysterious National Geographic article came out, other follow-ups
appeared, like this notable one from Bustle:
11/29: Unusual Seismic Waves Shook Earth On 11/11, Scientists Still Don’t Know Why
https://www.bustle.com/p/unusual-seismic-waves-shook-the-earth-on-nov-11-scientists-still-dontcompletely-know-why-13221267

For 20 minutes on Nov. 11, 2018, strange seismic waves reverberated around the Earth for
nearly 11,000 miles — and we have no idea what they were.
No one felt them; nothing was destroyed by them; if it wasn’t for the data collected by various
tools and sensors around the world, we might never even have known they had happened.
Scientists are hard at work unraveling the mystery as we speak — and they’re starting to have
some idea of what might be going on, so it’s perhaps not quite fair to say that “we have no idea
what they were” anymore — but the work is ongoing.
I love a good weird science mystery, so let’s take a look, shall we?
Many factors combine to make these seismic waves exceptional.
First, there’s the distance they traveled: The Earth’s circumference measures not quite 25,000
miles; with the waves covering 11,000 miles, they literally stretched almost halfway around the
world.
Then, there’s their regularity: Whereas a typical earthquake would have produced waves of many
different frequencies, these waves were “monochromatic,” consisting of one shape — what
National Geographic described as “a clean zigzag” — repeated at regular intervals of 17
seconds.
As volcanologist Helen Robinson, a PhD candidate at the University of Glasgow, put it to
the Independent, “They’re too nice.”
WHAT IS THE SEVENTEENTH LETTER OF THE ALPHABET?
We were told that the Alliance used newly-acquired Deep State satellites to pulse this long series
of 17-second quakes through the earth.
This precision of rhythm and wave shape seemed impossible, but it happened.
If it went on for 20 minutes, that’s [20×60=] 1200 seconds. Divide that by 17 and you get about
SEVENTY different pulses, seventeen seconds apart.
The seventeenth letter of the alphabet…. is Q.
This was one of the most interesting and controversial “Q Proofs” of all.
In case they did 71 different pulses instead of 70, which is fully plausible, that would be another
“17” in reverse.
[Please make sure you have read DECLAS in order to fully understand this context.]

THE MEGA-QUAKE ORIGINATED BELOW THE “ISLAND OF DEATH”
We can also look at the name of the island where the quakes began for further possible clues,
since this appears to have been done deliberately:
The Word “Mayotte” Means “Island of Death”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mayotte
The name is believed to come from Mawuti, contraction of the Arabic  جزيرة املوتJazīrat al-Mawt –
meaning “island of death” (maybe due to the dangerous reefs circling the island) and corrupted to
Mayotta in Portuguese, later turned into French.
The Alliance may have chosen to start this worldwide earthquake from the “Island of Death” to
send a message to the Deep State….
Time’s up.
It is also possible that there was a huge underground base there, like Diego Garcia, which is also
in the Indian Ocean. We have had many insider briefings about that base.

THE DEEP STATE HAS LOST ALMOST EVERYTHING
This 17-second pulsing “Q-Quake” seemed to be the Alliance’s first major action after taking over
the weather-control satellites, as they had indicated in preceding Q posts.
[This September 8th article, Stunning New Briefings: Spy Satellites Down, Deep State Arrests
Imminent? was our biggest ever, with currently over 4.4 million views.]

IF YOU THINK THIS IS IMPOSSIBLE….
Anyone who thinks ‘We’ don’t have the technology to create natural disasters through pulsed
microwave beams is not paying attention.
Just because a technology is highly classified doesn’t mean it is fake. This is very, very real. The
heat of powerful microwave beams can push clouds around or melt crust inside a fault line.
We have heard in briefings that the Deep State is far less likely to be able to do any strikes like

this now. They have lost almost all of their ‘toys’ already.
Now we have a working theory. The Alliance may have struck China Lake right before it was set
to unleash chaos when the indictments unseal — and the BIG arrests begin.
If so, it seems very likely that the Deep State never anticipated an attack this massive in the
midst of this “Shadow World War III,” but look — China Lake is gone. Toast. The entire base.
Is there any other evidence to support this theory? Are there any weird hints that something big
is about to happen? Absolutely.
POTUS GIVES VERY FASCINATING ‘CLUES’ ON THE SAME DAY AS THE SECOND CHINA
LAKE QUAKE
At this point, we are still on July 5th. This was the day that the second and larger quake hit us as
I laid there meditating in bed.
Very importantly, the China Lake Quake hit just one day BEFORE the all-important Jeffrey
Epstein arrest occurred.
I was actually on my Iphone, reading about the second quake I just got through in the Daddy
Chair, after heading downstairs.
Then I ‘accidentally’ clicked on the following article, which I hadn’t even seen (emphasis added):
7/5: Trump Gives Mysterious Warning of Events Happening in Two Weeks
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7218343/Trump-deepens-mystery-Mike-Pencecanceled-trip-New-Hampshire.html
President Trump deepened the mystery of why Vice President Mike Pence abruptly canceled a
trip to New Hampshire
Trump said there was ‘a very interesting problem’ in the state and that all would be
revealed in the next week or two
‘I can’t tell you about it,’ Trump said. ‘But it had nothing to do with the White House. There was a
problem up there’
Earlier this week, questions arose when Pence canceled his trip at last minute
He was on Air Force Two preparing to leave when it was canceled
President Trump on Friday deepened the mystery of why Vice President Mike Pence abruptly
canceled a trip to New Hampshire earlier this week, saying it had to do with a problem in the
state and all would be revealed in ‘about two weeks.’
It was ‘a very interesting problem that they had in New Hampshire,’ he told reporters at the
White House.
‘You will know in about two weeks,’ he added.
But the president, known for his frequent tweets on all manner of subjects, refused to give a hint
as to what it could be.
‘I can’t tell you about it,’ Trump said. ‘But it had nothing to do with the White House. There was
a problem up there. And I won’t go into what the problem was, but you will see in about a
week or two.’
Pence abruptly cancelled an appearance at an opioid event in New Hampshire on Tuesday
afternoon because of an ’emergency.’
Chief of staff Marc Short told reporters at the White House that it would be ‘weeks from
now’ before the reason would be disclosed, according to Bloomberg.
The bizarre situation began at lunchtime, when a Pence representative came on stage at the
New Hampshire event to say the VP had been recalled.
‘Air Force Two was heading this way. There’s been an emergency callback. The vice

president has been asked to return to Washington,’ Randy Gentry said.
Pence’s office clarified later that AF2 never left the ground.
The vice president, however, was on the plane preparing to leave when the trip was canceled….
Principal Deputy Press Secretary Hogan Gidley tried to tamp down anxiety, telling a group of
journalists huddled in the corridor outside his office that there was ‘no cause for concern.’
‘Something came up that requires the VP to remain in D.C. There is no cause for concern,’
he declared….
It remained a mystery what the ’emergency’ was that caused Pence to cancel, and who had
called him and asked him to come back.
A senior official told White House reporters that neither the president nor the vice president was
experiencing a medical emergency.
‘No medical emergency with either person,’ the person said.
National security concerns were also ruled out as reporters scrambled to figure out why Pence
had cancelled his event.
WHAT ARE THE ODDS…
So in all honesty, let’s ask about the odds. We have the two biggest LA quakes in 25 years,
beginning on Independence Day.
The Alliance already made it very clear on 11/11 that they had gained control of the earthquake
technology and could use it for military strikes.
Then this very mysterious article where POTUS telegraphs a “very interesting… emergency” with
a one or two-week deadline comes out… at 5:37 PM Eastern time.
This was just six hours before the second quake.
Then the VERY NEXT DAY, FBI agents smashed in the doors at Jeffrey Epstein’s house… and
arrested him.
7/6: FBI Agents Pound Down Jeffrey Epstein’s Door and Arrest Him
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article232374872.html
Around 5:30 p.m. Saturday, about a dozen federal agents broke down the door to Epstein’s
Manhattan townhouse to execute search warrants, witnesses and sources said.
“We heard the loud banging and we walked over and saw all these FBI agents just pounding
down the door,” a witness told the Herald.
Epstein, 66, is expected to be arraigned in federal court in New York on Monday on charges that
he molested dozens of underage girls in New York and in Florida, the sources said.
His arrest, first reported by the Daily Beast, comes nearly two weeks after the Justice
Department announced that it would not throw out his 2008 non-prosecution agreement, even
though a federal judge ruled it was illegal.
THUS BEGINS THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF CARDS
With all the people who went to Epstein’s island, you’d better believe this arrest is a “kill shot” for
the Deep State — and they know it.
Thus begins the fall of the House of Cards. Is this all a coincidence?
If you don’t ‘get’ how important this arrest is, just look at the following Tweet:

OH. MY. GOD. is right!

ANOTHER WEIRD SYNCHRONICITY
Here’s another strange synchronicity. A couple of months ago I went to a local fancy restaurant
here in LA for a nice dinner with my wife.
Jeffrey Epstein was there. Over by the wall, next to the fireplace.
He was wearing a tan felt baseball cap. I looked him right in the eye. He looked me right in the
eye.
He very likely knew who I was, and the shenanigans of his that I have reported on. I was not
afraid… but it did definitely creep me out.
He had his back against the wall and people on either side of him. I thought about how brave he
was showing his face in public, quite honestly.
I wondered how in the world this man was still free and able to walk around… but that’s all
changed now.
And best of all, a SEALED INDICTMENT was just unsealed and led to his arrest. That’s it,
folks… the Proof has arrived.
It is On like Donkey Kong.
LET’S READ ABOUT EPSTEIN
We will first quote from the Daily Beast, followed later by Zero Hedge for more context. Take a
look:
7/6: Jeffrey Epstein Arrested for Sex Trafficking of Minors
https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-arrested-for-sex-trafficking-of-minors-source?
ref=home
Billionaire pedophile Jeffrey Epstein was arrested for allegedly sex trafficking dozens of minors in
New York and Florida between 2002 and 2005, and will appear in court in New York on Monday,
according to three law enforcement sources.
Saturday’s arrest by the FBI-NYPD Crimes Against Children Task Force comes about 12 years
after the 66-year-old financier essentially got a slap on the wrist for allegedly molesting dozens of
underage girls in Florida.
For more than a decade, Epstein’s alleged abuse of minors has been the subject of lawsuits
brought by victims, investigations by local and federal authorities, and exposés in the press.
But despite the attention cast on his alleged sex crimes, the hedge-funder has managed to avoid
any meaningful jail time, let alone federal charges.
The new indictment—which, according to two sources, will be unsealed Monday in
Manhattan federal court—will reportedly allege that Epstein sexually exploited dozens of
underage girls in a now-familiar scheme: paying them cash for “massages” and then molesting or
sexually abusing them in his Upper East Side mansion or his palatial residence in Palm Beach….
ZERO HEDGE GETS EVEN MORE DIRECT: IT’S CLINTON, STUPID
In their classic and fearless manner, Zero Hedge went for it. If Epstein is arrested — and he just
was — the Clintons and the Deep State go down with him:
7/6: Zero Hedge on Epstein Arrest: It All Ties Back to the Clintons and the Deep State
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-07-06/jeffrey-epstein-has-been-arrested-sex-traffickingminors-0
Recall, back in 2017, we wrote about former secret service agent Dan Bongino threatening to
reveal new details about Bill Clinton’s 26 documented trips aboard notorious pedophile Jeffrey
Epstein’s private jet, nicknamed the “Lolita Express.”
Bongino dropped a ominous-sounding threat at the time: “…people know things not yet
released publicly about your messiah Hillary. Don’t poke the bear loser, you may not like
the results. #Epstein #EmailGate,” tweeted Bongino….

Epstein allegedly installed beds in his custom jet, and also purportedly filmed powerful men
during romps with underage girls to obtain materials for blackmail.

According to Fox News, Epstein allegedly had a team of traffickers who procured girls as young
as 12 to service his friends on Epstein’s “Orgy Island,” an estate on Little St. James in the US
Virgin Islands. Epstein now lives permanently in the US Virgin Islands.
Clinton chose to continue his association with Epstein even after the lurid trial, according
to the Alliance to Rescue Victims of Trafficking, “everyone within his inner circles knew
was a pedophile.”
Speculation that Clinton was involved with Epstein was noted in “Bill Clinton Was Here”: The
Elite One-Percent’s ‘Orgy Island’ Exposed.”
An article by the now defunct Gawker titled “Flight Logs Put Clinton, Dershowitz on Pedophile
Billionaire’s Sex Jet” added to speculation about Clinton’s troubling relationship with the
convicted sex offender.
Back in 2017, we revealed the full flight logs from Epstein’s “Lolita Express”.
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BREAKING NEWS: **JEFFREY EPSTEIN ARRESTED** IT'S Happening!

Watch later

Share

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div
class="submessage"><a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTHl9yqpLqU" target="_blank">Try
watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</
div></div>
Also check out this compilation of data from Brad Kauilapele, which includes links to all of Q’s
posts on Epstein and his little island.
THE STORY KEEPS HEATING UP….
Just two hours ago as of the time of this writing, another article from the Miami Herald emerged
with even more information about this fast-breaking case.
Check it out:
7/7: Epstein’s Arrest Could Bring Down Many Other Powerful Individuals
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article232385422.html
Jeffrey Epstein spent a second night in a New York jail cell Sunday, with a federal indictment
expected to be unsealed Monday, charging him with sex offenses involving underage girls he
and others allegedly trafficked in New York and Florida, sources have told the Miami Herald.
His Saturday arrest capped months of investigating, led by federal agents and
prosecutors with the Southern District of New York’s Public Corruption Unit, assisted by
investigators with the sex trafficking division.
Although details of the case remain undisclosed, there are indications that others involved in
his crimes could be charged or named as cooperating witnesses.
Among those potentially on the list: Ghislaine Maxwell, a 57-year-old British socialite and
publishing heir who has been accused of working as Epstein’s madam; and Jean-Luc Brunel,
who, according to court records, was partners with Epstein in an international modeling
company.
Epstein, 66, was arrested at Teterboro Airport in New Jersey shortly before 4 p.m. Saturday, as
he arrived on his private jet from Paris, where he had been vacationing since June 14th, aviation
records show.
About an hour after they picked him up, federal agents arrived at his imposing Manhattan
townhouse, breaking down the door to execute search warrants….
The fact that search warrants were issued shows that federal investigators have new
evidence against Epstein beyond the sex cases he was given federal immunity for in
Florida in 2008, legal experts told the Miami Herald.
“They can’t take information from a case in 2002 or 2005 to get a search warrant today; there
had to have been something for probable cause that contains evidence of a crime found now, so
I’m interested in what that evidence is,’’ said Francey Hakes, a former federal prosecutor who
once oversaw the Justice Department’s child exploitation crimes division.
Lawyers for Epstein’s victims, in court filings, have often likened Epstein’s sex operation to an
organized crime family, with Epstein and Maxwell at the top, and below them, others who
worked as schedulers, recruiters, pilots and bookkeepers….
For her part, Maxwell, whose social circle included such friends as Bill and Hillary Clinton
and members of the British Royal family,
has been described as using recruiters positioned throughout the world to lure women by

promising them modeling assignments, educational opportunities and fashion careers.
The pitch was really a ruse to groom them into sex trafficking, it is alleged in court records….
Epstein’s arrest could open a window to expose other influential people who knew about
or participated in his crimes.
The question is what evidence or information does Epstein have against them and how might he
use it?…
Monday’s first appearance is expected to be brief, with the actual indictment revealing little of
substance.
More crucial will be a bond hearing later in the week to decide whether Epstein can go free while
awaiting trial.
NEW GOOGLE WHISTLEBLOWER HAS EMERGED AS WELL
If you read and enjoyed DECLAS, you will certainly recall the Facebook Insider Dossier.
That ‘leak’ inspired a similarly high-placed insider to spill the beans on Google founder Eric
Schmidt. This is a long one and I will only give you a taste of its contents.
I do think this insider may be a little too heavily putting all the blame on China, rather than on the
C!A and the Deep State itself.
Either way, it is SO ON:
7/2: Google Founder Eric Schmidt Exposed by Ex-Lover
https://aim4truth.org/2019/07/02/former-lover-exposes-eric-schmidt/
JANE DOE: What I am about to tell you has seldom ever been said out-loud. Brin and Page were
stooges. They were chosen because they would lie, not because they invented something.
They were given a top-secret DARPA program called Memex, which we had used as the best
search engine we could develop. It was all military and the “dark web” at first.
We used it to sucker in the enemy, unbeknownst to them, and then subliminally brain-wash them
attempting to create behavioral outcomes through digital dopamine reward systems and
adrenalin excretions.
It worked like a charm, so the C!A’s In-Q-Tel agency suggested we give the system out to
everyone in the world and see if we can’t control the world globally through digital
addiction and manipulation.
Again, it worked like a charm, so we created the fake National Science Project that Brin and
Page participated in.
They simply did the best job of the dozen people involved, but they didn’t invent anything. They
simply used Memex and made it commercial.
Facebook and Zuckerberg did the same thing with Lifelog, which was another DARPA/In-Q-Tel
project that needed a boy-genius as the front-man. Mark was simply used.
I find it amazing how easily people are lied to effectually. Eric is one big fat lie. Mark, Jim, Elon,
Peter, and the whole gang got their inventions from DARPA and In-Q-Tel’s theft of patents. I
know. I was there in the meetings.
PATRIOT: So, are you evil too?
JANE DOE: Yes, in a way I fell into the same evil trap, but for different reasons. I actually was
naïve, and thought I was doing it for my country. I only found out after years in DARPA what was
really going on.
It actually comes down to a handful of people who control the world. I happen to know
most of them.
No one does anything without tech support.
I was at the heart of high-tech innovation at DARPA, Motorola, Boston Dynamics,

Facebook Building 8, and many other “skunkworks” projects for Lockheed, Boeing, BAE
and others….
PATRIOT: So, are you saying Eric’s plans to dominate America are already in place?
JANE DOE: Yes, I’ve already mentioned his election rigging activities, but his Digital News
Service controls all main stream media outlets.
Eric owns the program that runs Avid and Isis Management, the system that filters every word on
127 media outlets.
That’s why the news is the same wherever you look. Eric’s program scrubs the news. Eric
created a dozen look-alike programs for Europe, where his programs have effectively
stopped free speech….
Any parting comments?
JANE DOE: I can’t tell you how this makes me feel. I am not one for sentiment but I feel a huge
weight lifting off my chest.
I am pleased with my decision to have no further working with the companions of darkness. A
new day needs to come when lies are like mill-stones around the neck of the liar.
ONE LAST BIG ONE….
Last but certainly not least, Neon Revolt has done some truly ground-breaking independent work
exposing the Secret Space Program, and deserves a mention here.
I had forgotten about the quotes supporting the idea of a secret lunar base in William Cooper’s
classic, Behold a Pale Horse, but then it all came back when I read this piece.
Neon Revolt links the classic quotes from Cooper to recent revelations from William Tompkins,
who I had regular telephone conversations with as an insider:
6/28: Majestic 12, the Secret Space Program and the Wilson Memo
https://www.neonrevolt.com/2019/06/28/majestic-12-the-secret-space-program-and-the-wilsonmemo-deeper-disclosures-with-neonrevolt-qanon-greatawakening/
[From Cooper’s book:] “A multi-million dollar secret fund was organized and kept by the Military
Office of the White House. This fund was used to build over 75 deep underground facilities.
Presidents who asked were told the fund was used to build deep underground shelters for the
President in case of war. Only a few were built for the President.
Millions of dollars were funneled through this office to MJ-12, and then out to the contractors and
was used to build top-secret alien bases as well as top-secret DUMB (Deep Underground Military
Bases)….
“A Moon base, Luna, was photographed by the Lunar Orbiter and filmed by the Apollo
astronauts. Domes, spires, tall round structures which look like silos, huge T-shaped mining
vehicles that left stitchlike tracks in the lunar surface, and extremely large as well as small alien
craft appear in the official NASA photographs.
It is a joint United States and Soviet base: The space program is a farce and an unbelievable
waste of money….
The Apollo astronauts were severely shaken by this experience, and their lives and subsequent
statements reflect the depth of the revelation and the effect of the muzzle order which followed.
They were ordered to remain silent or suffer the extreme penalty, death, which was termed an
“expediency…”
VERY EXCITING….
As one last tidbit, we were getting insider briefings to expect “something big” this past week, but

then nothing happened.
Saturday, however, we were not disappointed. The arrest of Epstein may have been delayed by
him delaying his own departure from his vacation.
This, in turn, may have synchronistically led to the possible China Lake earthquake strike being
conducted on Independence Day.
History is in the making. These are very exciting times.
If things keep up at this pace, you will have to bear with me, as I simply must get this book
done… and I am loving the process!
At least this way, we are up to date as for right now.
I must admit I have never been more excited about anything in my entire life.
History is in the making. Disclosure is coming. GET READY.

